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“Threats come in all types and sizes: from avalanches, 
biohazards, earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, and tsunamis, to 
tornadic, volcanic, terroristic, and more.  Unfortunately these are 
a part of everyday life. Increasingly, that which used to be 
unthinkable and unimaginable is more commonplace.” 

To ignore the potentiality of a worst case scenario is to heighten 
the probability of impact expansion if the unimaginable becomes 
reality.  Enter EVE™ eContingency™. EVE™ eContingency™ 
can help reduce organization liability and provide the potential 
ability to reduce the loss of life and property in the event of an 
emergency.      

EVE™ eContingency™ Emergency Communications Console 

 

 
 

“EVE™ eContingency™ can be used by any organization to provide Emergency 

Management personnel with the necessary tools to mass communicate instructions in 

near real-time to first responders, employees, students, parents, customers and 

more; store and catalog facility safety and hazard information; provide access to 

emergency plans, procedures and checklists; schedule and publish training, store and 

message emergency contacts and much more!  

 

EVE ™ eContingency™ allows the management of multiple emergencies via one or 

many Emergency Managers through a centralized portal.  The system uses a role-

based authentication and authorization security architecture to include integration of  

X-tier’s Intercept™, a Web hardened operational security engine.”  

 

EVE™ eContingency™ User Features 
 

• Ability to access near real-time emergency 
information via Internet through EVE™ 
eContingency Emergency Web Pages   

• Ability to receive near real-time emergency 
information via single or multiple email accounts 

• Ability to receive near real-time emergency 
information via any SMS (text messaging) 
supported mobile device 

• Ability to send information via the Web through 
EVE™ eContingency’s send mail feature 
 

EVE™ eContingency™ Management Features 
 

• Ability to post up-to-date emergency 
management information as Web content 

• Ability to use the Department of Homeland 
Security Threat Level Policy or define a custom 
(local) Threat/Emergency Level Policy 

• Ability to increase/decrease threat levels  
• Ability to communicate public or private 

emergency information to selected individuals 
and or groups 

• Ability to manage multiple incidents with one or 
more Emergency Managers 

• Ability to define specific types of threats 
• Ability to catalog facility safety and hazard 

information  
• Ability to electronically post emergency plans, 

checklists, procedures, and guides  
• Ability to schedule and publish emergency 

training 
• Ability to integrate 3rd party RSS emergency 

feeds  
• …much, much more! 
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What is EVE™? EVE™ is a Web-based, adaptive and sophisticated modular 
software system composed of many applications.  These applications or “modulets” 
are divided into categories based on the areas of an organization they support; i.e. 
Marketing/Sales Management, Product Management, Customer Management, 
Service Management, Resource Management, Supplier/Partner Management and 
Enterprise Management. Additionally, within these categories are activity areas and 

some of these areas are also mapped as customer focused disciplines for delivering a product and or service; 
i.e. Operational Support and Readiness, Fulfillment, Assurance, and Billing. 

What is EVE™ eContingency™?  "We designed the system 
for just about any organization that has a need to get the 
word out fast," says Damon Kuntz, X-tier’s CTO. "From 
elementary schools to colleges, eContingency™ puts faculty, 
staff, students, parents, and first responders in the 
communications loop; doing so in near real-time, depending 
on how the organization wishes to manage the emergency. 
However, EVE™ eContingency™ is not limited just to 
schools," Kuntz adds. "Federal, state, and city governments 
as well as any business or club can use the system to send 
public or private emergency information to anyone.  

“Real-world examples would be skiers on a slope getting 
avalanche condition alerts in real-time; a company 
immediately reporting a chemical spill to local and federal 
agencies; evacuation instructions go out as a fires or floods 

threaten communities - all can be managed by the system simultaneously as communications are sent to 
mobile phones, email, and via the organizations Web pages housed on the EVE™ eContingency™.   

“This system gives the people using it the potential to save lives and property and has the potential to reduce 
an organization’s risk of liability for failing to do so."  

EVE™ eContingency™ can be used by any organization to provide Emergency Management personnel with 
the tools necessary to communicate instructions in the event of multiple emergency situations. The system also 
boasts X-tier Countercepts division’s integrated security engine called EVE™ Intercept™ which monitors and 
institutes security actions automatically to protect privacy and data.  

The service starts at $1250.00 a month or $15,000 annually. 
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About X-tier 

Founded in July of 2000, X-tier SAE INC. (“X-TIER") is 
reshaping an industry that has traditionally ignored 
small and midmarket organizations. X-tier is a 
privately held technology products and services firm 
located in the greater Kansas City Kansas/Missouri 
Metropolitan area whose certified Systems Architects 
and Engineers design, construct, implement and 
integrate custom Web-based technologies for small 
and medium-sized organizations.  

In 2007 X-tier's Systems Architects and Engineers 
created the company’s Countercepts division.  
Countercepts provides, from the ground up, security 
hardened solutions; including EVE™ Intercept™ 
integration in all company software engineering 
efforts.  EVE™ Intercept™ is an  integral part of the 
EVE™ Security Architecture and has proven a robust, 
intelligent, and hardened data/application 
countermeasures module  eight years running.   

At X-tier, security is always priority one. 


